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Date Billy Meier - Prophesies and / or Predictions Corroborations Date

1953
1953 MEIER BENEATH GREAT PYRAMID...IN 1953! Cave complex may lie beneath Giza Pyramids. 14-Aug-09

1958
1958 Regarding the coming 'suicide industry'. British Conductor and Wife Commit Suicide Together 14-Jul-09

1958

Prostitution is already on the way worldwide to becoming a public and officially
sanctioned enterprise which cannot be curbed and which will be accountable to the
state for taxes, as in this regard, ethics will no longer have a role to play, in the same
way that neither will propriety and health. LEGAL AND ILLEGAL: Tax on prostitution proposed. 25-Mar-09

1964
1964 Special Bulletin 36, Mostrous revolutions in the climate. Swiss glaciers melting faster than ever before: study 22-Jun-09

unstoppable'changes, global warming and rising sea levels from 2007, rising sea
levels and resulting refugees Study finds more evidence rapid Arctic warming isn't natural 3-Sep-09

1975

July 7, 1975

29th Contact: About 'The Destroyer' '...disturbing the harmony was forced by the
gravity of the greater of the greater planets and the sun into a course between
Earth and Mercury and was unable to leave the system....circles since then around
the sun and is called by the Earth humans 'VENUS'...By the gravity of the Earth, the
rotation of Venus was slowed down and it started rotating in the opposite
direction...By the gravity of Earth VENUS was robbed in its flight 3,453 years ago of
its own rotational energy.'

Are Venus and Earth in a long-distance relationship? - ..Our planet could be
tugging on the core of Venus, exerting control over its spin....
Whenever Venus and Earth arrive at the closest point in their orbits, Venus
always presents the same face to us. This could mean that Earth's gravity is
tugging subtly on
Venus, affecting its rotation rate.....Earth could still be pulling on Venus by
controlling its core, according to calculations by Gérard Caudal of the University
of Versailles-Saint Quentin, France. 16-Mar-10

1976
1976 Regarding discoveries on Mars. UFO Skeptics Throw in the Towel - How Did Meier Beat NASA by 32 Years? 4-Aug-08

25-Feb-76
Contact 45: Connections between earthquakes, and mining, damming of waters,
oil/gas extraction, etc.. Dam could have triggered Chinese earthquake, say scientists 5-Feb-09

60. That is to be understood in this way, that Earth Man exploits his planet and robs
it of the fundamental life energy, in that he robs from it the underground oil and gas
and the most diverse ores.
61. This leads to the fact that the Earth suffers shifts within, which leads to
enormous volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, because slowly the Earth collapses
from within.
62. But the same process is also created by the erection of dams and similar
structures. ' SMU to study recent quakes; drilling questioned. 11-Jun-09

More earthquakes reported in central Oklahoma. 28-Aug-09
Climate change could cause earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, scientists say. 4-Jul-06
North Wales shaken by earthquake 15-Feb-05
Sink Holes – More Evidence of Cause and Effect? 13-Aug-10

25-Feb-76
45th Contct: Meier was told the earth produces petroleum/oil in a slow, ongoing,
natural process http://www.physorg.com/news/2011-04-hydrocarbons-deep-earth.html? 15-Apr-11

Sustainable oil? 25-May-04

10-Nov-76

Contact Report 66: 'Why Mercury (the planet) is shrinking? .. The metal core of the
planet has such a large specific mass, that the outer skin, that is, the outer stratum,
contract constantly inwards, by which fact the outer spheres become extremely
compact…' Mercury: The incredible shrinking planet. 3-Jul-08

10-Dec-76

Contact Report 69, About how is a galaxy generated: '..namely by unmeasurable lots
of accumulations of the driving everywhere in the universe gas-atoms, which grow to
heaps, alternate and change themselves, and this way heat one another in the run
of time and condense, and finally be propelled by the heat to the coldness of space,
where they begin to rotate and condense still more.' ..'black holes draw in all kinds of
matter that are attainable for them, along with tremendous amounts of
information. Nevertheless, all the matter and information can't be completely
imprisoned in a black hole but will be partially ejected again, from which new stars,
etc. then develop.' … 'black holes eventually explode again, from which then -
through the tremendous forces, energies, and masses of matter - new galaxies
originate.'

Good News From Big Bad Black Holes - 'black holes can create life in the form of
new stars' 11-Jan-05

Black Hole Caught Zapping Galaxy Into Existence? - 'Which come first, the
supermassive black holes that frantically devour matter or the enormous
galaxies where they reside?' 30-Nov-09

10-Dec-76 CR 69: Easter Islands red hats were generated in a small volcano crater.. Giant statues reveal red hat secrets: study 8-Sep-09

1980

14-Oct-80

Contact Report 136, about daylight savings: ..only brings tremendous financial
expenses with itself and moreover, absolutely no energy savings; how 'super-
intelligent' this idea is.

Daylight saving time is supposed to reduce energy use, but data gathered from a
state in the US suggests it actually does the opposite. 16-Mar-10
Daylight Saving Wastes Energy, Study Says 27-Feb-08

1981
4-Dec-81

154th Contact: Actual dangers of smoking, the connection of radiation to lung
cancer and the dangers of vegetarianism.. Smoking can trigger infertility 16-Jul-01

Cigarette smoking may raise prostate cancer risk - April 2010 3-Mar-10
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1982
4-Jul-82 Roberto Calvi was did not commit suicide, but he was strangled New tests 'say Calvi was murdered' 19-Apr-02

1983
3-Feb-83 CR 182: Halley's Comet to light up 346 times DUST CLOUD ERUPTS ON HALLEY'S COMET 7-Mar-91

1985

22-Dec-85

Contact Report 204, Genetically conditioned obesity, a fact that will first be
recognized toward the end of this millennium, as well as other matters that are
determined by the genes. Genetic link to anxiety - July, 2002 19-Jul-02

Being a sex addict is in your genes - May 2006 26-May-06
Fearless Gene - January 2006 27-Jan-06
Sports Gene Found In Men - July 2007 2-Jul-07

22-Dec-85

CR 204: Obesity as purely genetically conditioned AND can be influenced by our
thoughts. (The 2nd part still not found by mainstream science but by a few others
like Bruce Lipton) Fat Gene Found 24-Apr-06

1986

7-Mar-86

Contact Report 206: 'It will be very bad with the Swiss national pride, namely in the
year 2001, when the Swissair will be entered by irresponsible managers and
administrators....' A nation in shock: Swissair crisis 28-Nov-01

8-Apr-86
CR 208: the greater the amount of serotonin is in the brain, the less aggressive (the)
person Serotonin Keeps Aggression in Check. 13-Nov-95

8-Apr-86

Contact Report 208: 'fear can be genetically conditioned, but on the other hand, it
can also be caused by a wrong upbringing, as well as by ignorance and
misconceptions.' 'if it is not corrected and if it arises in the form of ignorance,
misconceptions, imagination, and fantasy - may have effects on the genes and,
consequently, program these over time, by what means fear then appears via the
genes and becomes inheritable, as this is also the case with many other things, from
which some degenerations and also evolutionary values can emerge..' Fear Factor Gene Discovered - November 2005 17-Nov-05

6-Nov-86 CR 212: Earth's inner core nuclear furnace Scientific maverick's theory on Earth's core ' 29-Nov-04
http://nuclearplanet.com/Herndon%27s%20Nuclear%20Georeactor.html 1993

2-Dec-86

Contact Report 213: '...future viewing, from which it has arisen that next year, so in
1987, Rajneesh will return to Puna in India, where he already worked before.
..starting in 1989, he will let himself be revered as 'Osho' the 'Osho movement' will
arise from this, the so-called 'Osho Commune International'....on the 19th of
January, 1990, he will depart from this life in Puna… So in 1995, there will already be
more than 200,000 sect followers'

Osho Bagwhan Shree Rajneesh: 'Osho to travel the world before returning to
Puna, where he died in 1990....' 16-Dec-11

2-Dec-86

Contact Report 213: 'in the years after 1995, when Switzerland will be confronted
with old events of World War II, which will then also carry into the third millennium.
A security guard by the name of Christoph Meili will find old data papers in a bank,
which will be destined for the shredder and which will show account details of the
Jewish people from the last World War.' Christoph Meili 28-Aug-07

2-Dec-86

Contact Report 213: '...in the coming war zones in the Balkans, when murder and
destruction will rule in Kosovo and in virtually the whole area of Yugoslavia, released
and ordered by the criminal Serbian politician, Slobodan Milosevic, who will bear the
name Death Dictatori n certain circles and who will bring endless death and suffering
over all of Yugoslavia, but especially in Kosovo. Former Yugoslav President SlobodanMilosevic arrested. 1-Apr-01

2-Dec-86

Contact Report 213: '...Indian guru Sri Sri Ravi Shankar... Art of Living...The country
is India, of course; however, up to the turn of the millennium, about 140 countries
around the world must come to terms with the fact that they are overflowed with
more than 1.5 million sect followers...' Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

1987
3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: 'on the 21st of August, 1986, over 1,700 people died, in addition
to a lot of beasts, wild animals, and birds..' Cameroon's 'killer lake' degassed 6-Feb-01

...Central African Cameroon, a poisonous gas cloud spread itself out by the turn of
the millennium, an enormous deposit of carbon dioxide will once again accumulate
under the lake, which will then be twice as large'

...According to some reports, the lake now contains twice as much carbon
dioxide as was released during the explosion.....'

3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: '..a particular Christian sect will spread itself worldwide, which
has existed since 1955, tracing back to the insurance broker Arthur DeMoss who
demanded that after his death, his big dollar fortune should be used for sectarian,
respectively divine, purposes DeMoss Foundation traces back to him, and around the
turn of the millennium, this will be responsible for the fact that prominent people,
such as politicians, sports heroes, and actors, etc. will make use of sectarian
propaganda in public media, like in television and so on, in order to find new
believers for sectarianism and the Christian religion... U.S.-Style Evangelical Drive Rouses Germany 17-Jan-02

Who Are Those Guys? 9-Aug-99

3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: 'Mature fruits and berries store and reflect solar radiation, and
when these are ripe, they emit light in the ultraviolet range, even when the Sun isn't
shining. This shortwave light is perceived by the birds' Ultraviolet reflection of berries attracts foraging birds 22-Oct-99

3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: 'end of the first and at the beginning of the second year of the
new millennium, an asteroid the size of of a few hundred meters, which will still be
unknown to the earthly scientists until then, will cross Earth's orbit at a distance a
little more than half a million kilometers away (>500,000 Kms)' Earth escapes brush with killer asteroid 7-Jan-02

3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: 'During the period leading up to the turn of the millennium an
asteroid falls below the 200,000-kilometer mark from the Earth, and thus, the object
passes closer to the Earth than the Moon [384,403 kms].' http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1991_BA 18-Jan-91

3-Feb-87

Contact Report 214: '..asteroid Eros, which I was allowed to view during the great
journey (1975),..thousands of large boulders that are scattered about and that are
covered in many places by 'blue dust or other blue material' Asteroid's mystery 'blue ponds' 27-Sep-01

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/433_Eros 1998
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28-Feb-87
Contact Report 215: '..Humans very well eradicated the mammoth as far as possible,
but the final extinction was caused by climate changes.' Island Discovery Alters Theories On The Woolly Mammoth. 25-Mar-93

Woolly mammoth extinction 'not linked to humans' - August 17, 2010 17-Aug-10

28-Feb-87
215th Contact: The flavor preference of humans for certain foods and drinks
develops, in principle, in the womb of the mother Baby's food choices depend on mother's diet - December 2007 13-Jul-00

28-Feb-87 Contact note 215th: what was up with Sodom and Gomorrah Geologists: Quake -not sin- destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah 19-Dec-95
Sodom and Gomorrah 'destroyed by a comet', say astronomers 30-Mar-97
Evidence of Asteroid Impact For Sodom and Gomorrah? 10-Apr-08

On the one hand, a meteorite fell to the Earth and exploded high over the area of
the two cities… this led to devastating destructions of both cities, triggering a
massive earthquake underground volcanic activity, small and larger chunks of sulfur
were flung high and across the country which also naturally caused much disaster,
and by this, as also by the exploding meteorite, many people were killed.
The remaining part of the total destruction was caused by the megalomaniac and
crazy God of the Hebrews an extraterrestrial who had his headquarters deep under
the pyramid of Giza.

28-Feb-87

215th Contact: '..human forms, who appeared in Africa, Australia, Japan, China,
America, South America and in Europe..exhibit an age of 736,000 and of 811,000,
970,000 and 1,200,000 years' Chinese challenge to 'out of Africa' theory 3-Nov-09

28-Feb-87
CR 215: In year 2002 in Japan, the genes of spinach plants will be transferred into
pigs http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/1780541.stm 24-Jan-02

16-Mar-87 Contact Report 216: 'susceptibility to kidney stones is inheritable' Gene linked to Kidney Stones 1-Apr-94

16-Mar-87

Contact Report 216: '...in addition to the antibiotics, the people of the Earth produce
various poisons of all kinds, as well as detergents, soaps, shampoos, herbicides,
insecticides, and fertilizers, along with radioactive radiations and agents of all kinds
that cause tremendous damages and that destroy the health of humans and animals
as well as of fish, plants, insects and worms, but this is also true in regards to birds.' Household Detergents, Shampoos May Form Harmful Substance in Waste Water 7-Apr-10

Study: Some Baby Shampoos Contain Cancer-Causing Chemicals 16-Mar-09
Common Herbicide Disrupts Human Hormone Activity In Cell Studies - May 2008 7-May-08

16-Mar-87

Contact Report 216: Danger of excesive use of antibiotics in the food industry: the
Earth people will senselessly take antibiotics and to be sure, ones that are
irresponsibly prescribed by the doctors - for even the most minor of illnesses.
'...These, then (the human beings), are the ones who become impaired in their
immune systems by the antibiotic-impregnated food and who become infected with
bacterial strains, against which there are no longer possibilities for defense. In
particular, multi-resistant germs or bacteria will emerge more and more in hospitals,
against which there will be almost no possibilities for defense any more or else none
at all. Particularly in this regard, the bacterium Staphylococcus aureus will excel in
an extremely dangerous form as an especially multi-resistant hospital germ, which is
designated by the short name of MRSA..' US mulls clampdown on farmyard antibiotics 30-Jun-10

Overuse of antibiotics spurs vicious cycle 18-May-10
Research finds animal antibiotics in vegetables 22-Nov-05
MRSA Strain Linked To High Death Rates 31-Oct-09
Routine Feeding Of Antibiotics To Livestock May Be Contaminating The
Environment - July 2007 11-Jul-07

16-Mar-87
Contact Report 216: Tomatoes contain active substances which prevent certain
types, particularly prostate cancer Tomatoes and Prostate Cancer - March 2002 5-Mar-02

Cooking Tomatoes Boosts Disease-Fighting Power - April 2002 22-Apr-02

...makes the fruit heart-healthier and boosts its cancer-fighting ability. All this,
despite a loss of vitamin C during the cooking process, say Cornell food scientists.
The reason: cooking substantially raises the levels of beneficial compounds called
phytochemicals' (Particularly: Lycopene)

16-Mar-87

Contact Report 216: If the person changes - apart from the accustomed change with
the Inuit - his daily rhythm and, with this, also his life rhythm, such as through
irregular working hours, which you call shift-work, then health problems and even
serious health damages can appear, which can result, on the one hand, through the
irregularity of the lifestyle and, on the other hand, through the changed lighting
conditions and, thus, through unsuitable, artificial light. Stomach and intestinal
troubles as well as serious stomach and intestinal diseases can be the result, as well
as bad depressions and aggressiveness and also dizziness, nausea, blurred vision, and
a general functional impairment of the immune system. Light At Night Linked To Symptoms Of Depression In Mice 21-Oct-09

Ordinary Room Light Resets Biological Clocks 8-Feb-96
16-Mar-87 CR 216: Dust ring system of the Sun ESA scientist discovers a way to shortlist stars that might have planets 15-Feb-02

30-May-87
Contact Report 218: About the antibiotic quality of body sweat, which protects
against eczema, fungus, inflammations and infection.

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn1514-antibiotic-chemicals-found-in-
sweat.html 5-Nov-01
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC90163/ 1-Oct-00

30-May-87

Contact Report 218: About the essential origin of the later forms of life on the Earth,
in water, air and land, along with inclusions from outer space through comets,
meteors and asteroids. In these 'black chimneys' from which pitch black swathes -
which are impregnated with sulphur and various materials - rise up, emerged early
branches of bacteria which, as they rose out of the chimneys, were released and
began the evolutionary work of life. New Research Rejects 80-Year Theory of 'Primordial Soup' as the Origin of Life 2-Feb-10

30-May-87
Contact Report 218, Regarding new scientific discoveries of countless new species of
undersea life, conditions that are unknown to terrestrial scientists What lurks in the depths of the ocean? 11-May-09

16-Jun-87

Contact Report 219: there is a lot of water on and also under the surface Mars in the
form of ice, mostly very close to the surface of Mars, whereby the South Pole is of
special importance in this regard. … 'Now, the question about this is whether you
have foresight as to whether this water can one day be used by the Earth people,
once they eventually Mars Odyssey detects evidence of water ice 1-Mar-02
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2001 Mars Odyssey 39913
Mars' South Pole Ice Deep and Wide 3/15/2007

16-Jun-87

Contact Report 219: '...Regarding the storms on Mars; will these also be
investigated then, and will it also be discovered that there are something like flashes
of lightning up there? And since we're already at it: through the powerful flashes of
lightning on the good old Earth, which shoot vertically into the air at around 100
kilometers per second, radio waves arise with such high frequencies that through
these, the very sparsely settled air molecules are brought to radiating illumination. Is
this a specific feature that DOES NOT only appears on Earth.'

First direct evidence of lightning on Mars detected - For the first time, direct
evidence of lightning has been detected on Mars, say University of Michigan
researchers who found signs of electrical discharges during dust storms on the
Red Planet. 17-Jun-09

16-Jun-87
Contact Report 219: Dyslexia is inheritable through genetic misinformation or
genetic deformation. i.e. genetic damage. Health Scientists identify dyslexia gene. 7-Sep-99

16-Jun-87

Contact Report 219: About the colors of the Universe: During the formation of the
Universe, the greatest brightness was given: A beaming, bright, white Zohar-light
that resulted from the Big Bang explosion. Then came the blue phase of the galaxies
development and starsí development, etc., from which the material form of the
present Universe developed, which exhibits a beige color.

Universe Color Beige (or 'Cosmic Latte' actually called 'III E Gamma'), not
Turquoise. 3-Aug-02

16-Jun-87

Contact Report 219; '..atopic dermatitis (eczema) is an allergy with a very broad
excitation spectrum, which can be caused genetically or by other internal or external
influences.' Major Gene Discovered that Causes Dry Skin Leads to Eczema and Asthma. 22-Mar-06

2-Dec-87
Contact Report 220: West Nile virus. An epidemic that will be introduced to America
and spread itself there. The History of West Nile Virus - 264 deaths recorded as per CaseCount per state. 18-Apr-11

2-Dec-87
Contact Report 220: 'at Neptune, storms prevail, which reach 2,000 kilometers per
hour' Neptune Winds Hit 1,500 M.P.H 6-Dec-89

2-Dec-87

Contact Report 220: Egyptian mummy tombs. It is always maintained that the
clairvoyant Cayce, [or whatever his name is], should have said that underground
cities and large mummy tombs. They actually exist, but they haven't been found up
to the current time. For example, one of the largest mummy tombs, which comes
from the 1st and 2nd century A.D., is located in the Egyptian place of Bahariya. In
this tomb, about 10,000 mummies are buried, The Valley of the Golden Mummies. 2-Mar-96

2-Dec-87

CR 220: blood-sacrifice bowll, which consisted of pure, 18 carat gold sheet metal,a
little more than 10 kilograms and that was decorated all around by Celtic cult-motifs,
etc. and that had a diameter of about 50 centimeters, sank into the lake & is only
about 80 meters from the shore at a place that is now named Arlaching(Bavaria) Golden cauldron evokes mystery of hidden Nazi gold 8-Aug-02

30-Dec-87

Contact Report 221: '...enormous, gigantic, and titanic dinosaurs were also no loners
but rather pack animals that also lived in packs and hunted as such and tore their
victims, whereby these victims, as you suppose, also included the large and largest
plant-eaters, like even the long-necked dinosaurs.' Giant dino-predators may have hunted in packs. 18-Apr-06

1988
3-Feb-88

Contact Report 222; Leonardo da Vinci was the illegitimate offspring from a union of
his father, Piero da Vinci, with a beautiful slave girl from the Orient Old master's mother was a slave, reveal Da Vinci researchers 13-Oct-02

3-Feb-88

Contact Report 222: 'The new pyramid, as well as all the others and the Sphinx
structure, were built in more recent times, so about 4,500 years ago, solely by Earth
people, by their own forces. The builders were early Egyptians, like also the largest
part of the workers, who were free people and artisans to a certain part, while many
others, who came in small numbers as slaves from other countries, had to perform
their hard work, together with a small number of domestic slaves. That majority of
the workers, however, was based on free Egyptians. For the purpose of the
nourishment of all workforces, a veritable industrial food-city was built near the
pyramid, and also mass campsites were provided for resting and sleeping, as well as
tombs for the many deceased, who were at work there.' New tombs contradict slaves built pyramids 11-Feb-91

3-Feb-88

Contact Report 222: The process of rain formation actually takes place as follows: In
the atmosphere, the finest dust particles are needed, in which the natural water
vapor can condense itself, so that raindrops can develop and, thus, it can rain. Asian Summer Monsoon Stirred by Dust in the Wind. 7-Sep-06

3-Feb-88

Contact Report 222: 'The saltwater of primeval times was actually very aggressive in
the primordial seas and contained values that were twice and three times as high as
those of the current salt concentrations in the earthly seas. Thus, life also did not
originate in these salty primordial seas which were also partly strong in potassium
but rather in smaller and larger land waters, in small and large ponds, as well as in
small or larger lakes, which consisted of fresh water that arose from torrential rains.' Ponds, not oceans, the cradle of life. 9-May-02

1-May-88

Contact Report 223: About the strange humming sounds of the Earth. '...these sound
sources are, for example, the waters, in terms of the deep sea movements as well as
the movements of the waters of the lakes, rivers, streams, creeks, and springs. Even
the roar of the waves, the small and mighty storms, the tectonic movements of the
Earth's interior, the bubbling of magma in the Earth, and the eruptions of the
volcanoes belong to these, as well as the rain, hail, and the various layers of the
atmosphere, which rub against each other, as well as the winds against the trees,
grasses, flowers, houses, mountains, sand dunes and deserts, steppes, icebergs,
glaciers, and surfaces of ice, as well as against windmills, wind turbines, ships,
aircraft, rockets, missiles, and vehicles of all types, against land surfaces and
everything else that materially exists. Also to be noted are the voices and sounds of
humans and animals, insects, birds, and fish and any other water creatures.' Earth's Background Free Oscillations. 27-Mar-98

Science pinpoints Earth's 'hum' - September 2004 30-Sep-04

1-May-88

Contact Report 223, About the black hole of our Milky Way. There are, indeed, black
holes in every galaxy. But in addition to these, there are still the 'black wanderers,'
... which drift through the cosmos. There would be two types, precisely the black
holes that drift wildly through the Universe and then the others that are galaxy-
bound and, thus, draw a certain course in or through a galaxy and its surroundings…' Massive Black Holes Dwell in Most Galaxies, According to Hubble Census. 13-Jan-97
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Rogue Black Holes May Roam the Milky Way. 29-Apr-09

1-May-88

Contact Report 223, The increasingly appearing impotence in terrestrial man, as a
rule, traces back to his own misconduct, which is based in the fact that one sits for
too long with closed or laid-together legs on chairs or in vehicles and aircraft or on
bicycles and motorcycles, etc..Also much too warm baths and too hot showers
contribute in this way to impotence in men. Hot Tubs Hurt Fertility, Study Shows. 2-Mar-07

1-May-88

Contact Report 223, garlic, which contains very many antioxidants. Also apples -
which, like garlic, are extremely healthy - whose antioxidants cause a slowdown of
that cholesterol which can lead to a hardening of the arteries Apple juice 'protects the heart' 21-Feb-01

1-May-88

Contact Report 223: '...sweeteners of various natural and chemical kinds, especially
in the form of cyclamate, are partially very detrimental to health and usually cause
exactly the opposite, namely that they promote weight gain through increased
appetite. Moreover, they are extremely unhealthy, sweeteners of the form
cyclamate can produce a carcinogenic effect in men and women as well as in
animals.' Artificial Sweeteners Linked To Weight Gain. 10-Feb-08

New Study Suggests Artificial Sweetener Causes Cancer In Rats At Levels
Currently Approved For Humans 13-Feb-06

1-May-88

Contact Report 223: About The climate changes on Mars: 'On the one hand, the
orbit around the Sun plays a decisive role, but on the other hand, there is also a
striking correlation in terms of the astronomical behavior as well as the enormous
polar ice caps. '

NASA's Mars Global Surveyor Sees Possible Climate Change on Mars - 'Martian
climate and may indicate the climate is changing significantly even today.' 6-Dec-01

1-May-88 Contact Report 223: Plejaren maintain their teeth by sound waves... Soundwaves may find early dental decay - August 2009 24-Aug-09
Broke a tooth? Grow it back … 28-Jun-06
Ultrasonic Teeth Cleaning N/A

7-Jul-88

Contact Report 224: The center of the GALAXY Centaurus A, as it will be designated
in earthly astronomy, actually consists of a super-massive black hole, which has a size
or attractive force of 1.35 billion solar masses.

A Supermassive Black Hole in a Nearby Galaxy
8-Mar-01

7-Jul-88
Contact Report 224: strange atmospheric pressure changes occurre and strange fine
wind arises… in addition to other (effects), during every solar eclipse

Researchers have confirmed the existence of a so-called 'eclipse wind', often
reported anecdotally during a solar eclipse. 26-Nov-02

7-Jul-88

Contact Report 224: There are actually several types of neutrinos, whereby these
can transform into one another. Their mass is, indeed, minutely small; nevertheless,
they actually have a mass. Super-Kamiokande finds neutrino mass 5-Jun-98

1989

3-Feb-89

Contact Report 226: ...every artificial light emits radiations that are harmful to
health, whereby the most diverse illnesses can then be triggered, like, for example,
various forms of cancer. However, all sorts of nervous disorders as well as cell
variations, asthma, headaches, nausea, muscle aches, memory impairment,
reproductive damage, and concentration damage as well as various other ailments
can occur due to excessive artificial light rays and artificial oscillations. Artificial Light at Night Disrupts Cell Division 12-Apr-10

Contact Report 226: ...every artificial light emits radiations that are harmful to
health, whereby the most diverse illnesses can then be triggered, like, for example,
various forms of cancer. However, all sorts of nervous disorders as well as cell
variations, asthma, headaches, nausea, muscle aches, memory impairment,
reproductive damage, and concentration damage as well as various other ailments
can occur due to excessive artificial light rays and artificial oscillations. Artificial Light At Night: Higher Risk Of Prostate Cancer 3-Feb-09

1-May-89

Contact Report 226: ...every artificial light emits radiations that are harmful to
health, whereby the most diverse illnesses can then be triggered, like, for example,
various forms of cancer. However, all sorts of nervous disorders as well as cell
variations, asthma, headaches, nausea, muscle aches, memory impairment,
reproductive damage, and concentration damage as well as various other ailments
can occur due to excessive artificial light rays and artificial oscillations. Chronic Alcohol Abuse Can Change Brain's Molecular Programming 25-Dec-00

Genes can be 'changed' by foods 17-Nov-05

1-May-89

Triton is the coldest structure among all the planets and moons in the SOL system. ...
like out of volcanoes, some steams - regular steam jets - escaped from craters of the
moon's surface and then evaporated at a higher altitude. ...it is to be said that it
concerns evaporating nitrogen ice, which freezes out during the wintertime and
then evaporates, after the Triton winter, through the irradiation of the Sun again. Triton May Be Coldest Spot in Solar System 29-Aug-89

Astronomers report possible Neptune moon 25-May-89
Voyager Discovers 3 More Moons Orbiting Neptune 4-Aug-89
Active volcanoes found on Triton 25-Aug-89

1-May-89

Conact Report 228: Depending on the life form, whether a micro-life form, small life
form, or large life form, the feeling of pain varies in intensity...Small and micro-life
forms - always provided that they have a nervous system - feel pain in a finer form
appropriate for them than what is the case with larger life forms, with which the
feeling of pain is naturally expressed in a stronger manner. Fish do feel pain, scientists say 30-Apr-03

Claws for concern? Scientists suggest prawns and lobsters feel pain just like
humans 9-Nov-07

11-Oct-89 230th Contact: THE EASTER ISLAND MYSTERY EXPLAINED! Giant statues reveal red hat secrets: study. 7-Sep-10

... 77. When the colossal heads, created by stonecutters, were ready, then round
tree trunks - which, with lianas, and so forth, were made into a tree trunk sledge -
were shoved under the figures. 78. These triangularly-prepared tree-trunk sledges
were not, however, set on the ground, rather on further palm trunks, which were
likewise triangular and were arranged in a long row up to the destination. 79. In this
way the colossal heads could be transported over great distances as if on tracks. ...'

The researchers said the key to the mystery lies in their discovery of a road on
the tiny Pacific island. The hats were built in a quarry hidden inside the crater of
an ancient volcano, and then rolled by hand or on tree logs to the site of the
statues, said the team from the University of Manchester and University College,
London.

1994
1994 Contact Report 249 regarding loss of magnetic sense in man and animals. 55 whales die after mass beaching in South Africa 31-May-09

3-Feb-94
Contact Report 248: '..first flowers bloomed on Earth about 450 million years ago.
The oldest fossils of flowers discovered by us on the Earth are 308 million years old.' Flowering Plants May Be Considerably Older Than Previously Thought 15-Mar-10
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3-Feb-94

Contact Report 248: 'Great medical knowledge is also necessary because hair
represents an extremely sensitive factor of energy exchange and health. On Earth,
the usual means of hair dyeing are extremely health-hazardous, and they even
destroy the hair in the course of time. All terrestrial means of hair dyeing, on the one
hand, tend to produce different types of cancer, with lymphoma being the principle
form' Hair dye may raise cancer risk for coiffeurs (March 2008) 26-Mar-08

Hair dye may boost lymphoma risk: study 13-Jun-08

3-Feb-94

Contact Report 248 on danger of Amalgams: '..mercury filling, which finds use in the
terrestrial dental technology as a dental filling. By the way, this is a very dangerous
product that should not be used in this way because it may cause severe injury to
health, such as blurred vision, headaches, memory impairment, hearing impairment,
cancer, instability of the psyche, from which also severe mood swings arise, and so
on.' FDA: Possible Risk From Dental Fillings, June 2008 8-Nov-09

Mercury from amalgam dental fillings may be toxic to children and developing
fetuses, the FDA now admits.' 5-Jun-08

1998

3-Feb-1998

260th Contact, About the terrible effects of Solariums: Solariums and letting oneself
be irradiated are healthy and safe is not only wrong but also life-threatening, even if
this seems implausible to the Earth people on the first impression. Can you become addicted to tanning beds? 19-Apr-10

No doubt' sunbeds cause cancer - July 2009 18-Jul-09

2004
26-Apr-04 357th Contact about the Moon Landing tapes. newly restored copies' of the so-called Moon Landing tapes 16-Jul-09

first commented on it in 1958
The original recordings of the FIRST humans landing on the moon 40 years ago
were erased and... 're-used' (!!??)

then again in 1985
and also in 1989

2007
17-Feb-07 443rd Contact on the dangers of nanoparticles. Are Nanotech Consumer Products Safe? June 2009 12-Jun-09

2007 Regarding Darwin's hitherto unknown Tibetan Buddhism connection and plagiarism Charles Darwin 'inspired by Tibetan Buddhism'. 16-Feb-09

2008
Aug-08 FINANCES, FUEL, FOOD AND VOLCANOES! Warning: Oil supplies are running out fast. 3-Aug-09

2009
3-Feb-09 Contact Report 476 - Regarding the Swine Flu pandemic, etc.

Drug firms 'drove swine flu pandemic warning to recoup £billions spent on
research'' 27-Jan-10

3-Feb-09
CR 476: contraction and compression of the Earth’s atmosphere, which has already
imperceptibly starte due to climatic change Earth's Shrinking Atmosphere Baffles Scientists 19-Jul-10

1-May-89

Contact Report 228: ... our universe - as naturally also every other - consists not only
of coarse-matter material, rather also of pure energies, of which one is black energy,
as we call it, and is responsible for a certain form of anti-gravity in the material
universe and, according to estimates, constitutes three fifths of all universal
energies. Matter must also be visible in various forms, so dark matter, on one hand,
directs the visible and tangible matter which, very meagre, is calculated at circa
point five fifths of the galaxies, while, on the other hand, the dark matter yet
amounts to one point five fifths.

Observational Evidence from Supernovae for an Accelerating Universe and a
Cosmological Constant 13-Mar-98

Dark Matter Proof Found, Scientists Say - A team of researchers has found the
first direct proof for the existence of dark matter, the mysterious and almost
invisible substance thought to make up almost a quarter of the universe. 22-Aug-06
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